BIG PICTURE | COMMUNICATION ARTS
What we do:






Proofing, copywriting, editing, story hunting and content coordination
Graphics, design, page layout, project management
Digital, web and mobile technologies and statistics
Online church and social media advocacy and strategy
Customer care, product support and special events that resource and encourage other
church leaders

Who we are:













Group of teams who lead and leverage design, language and digital media to eliminate
information obesity and simplify complexity across departments and campuses.
Resourcing people, nurturing community and encouraging spiritual growth with insanely
excellent usability and flow—online and off.
A unique and inspiring culture full of workhorses who are energized, demanding, encouraging
and a little weird—we have a deep appreciation for a serious sense of humor under
tight deadlines.
Fast, focused and high interactive people with a passion for building “WOW” experiences with
no office hours or geographic boundaries.
Team oriented. No matter how great the talent, this is a no-ego fly zone.
Passionate, heated, diverse and competitive in our brainstorms, observations, ideas
and opinions. But, at the end of the day— the why trumps the what and we work as
one—everytime.
Dual platform with love for both mac and PC users. We are a bi-partisan team with no annoying
fan boys.
Super talented in a general way, empowered to bring our own unique blend of skills to the table
to get a job done.
Leaders of people or projects—working together to rally the troops or the tasks.
Self-directed, driven people who love being out on the cutting edge—finding new ministry and
connection opportunities through new technology and communications.
Initiators who have a healthy degree of impatience with idleness and consistently push ideas
and projects forward.
Servants committed to supporting and fulfilling the mission, vision, values and goals of
the church.
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Granger Community Church
GCCwired.com/volunteer

